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NOVEMBER 2020 NEWSLETTER

Greetings! we hope that you're well and healthy! This month's newsletter
showcases some of the work our chapter has done and a GARNA youth
educator award that our president received. We are holding our annual board
elections on November 11th, and would appreciate it if you would cast your
vote. We hope to "see" you at the virtual Year-in-Review meeting on
November 11th -- meeting link to be sent later.

Enjoy the newsletter and the fish pics!

UPCOMING EVENTS
Nov 11th, 7-7:30pm: Year-in-Review meeting and election of officers. The
meeting will be virtual, held over Zoom. Meeting link will be emailed. Please
read the letter to the membership below, and vote for the new board officers
and directors at SurveyMonkey.

All our events can be also found on our online calendar.

YEAR-IN-REVIEW LETTER TO MEMBERSHIP
Dear Members & Supporters,

First and foremost, we hope you and your family are safe and healthy in this
stressful and confusing time. Most of us living in the Upper Arkansas Valley
are fortunate to be away from crowded cities and are able to find stress relief
by going outdoors, fishing, and participating in conservation activities in a
safely distanced manner.

Second, we wanted to let you know how your chapter plans to go forward until
we can get together again. We are planning to do a short "virtual" Year in
Review on November 11 at 7 pm with photos and slides of the year's activities.
We welcome all to attend for the evening half hour Zoom meeting with a short
power point of what we have accomplished in the last year. We have a
dedicated group of members who continue to serve you as officers and board
members. That being said, we hope some of you will be interested in joining

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/96D3HLY
https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/calendar
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72QrXGqcK7k&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-t23UIVzao


our board. This is a good time to join and learn as we will be having a reduced
calendar of activities this winter.

Thanks to our recent online survey, we learned more of what YOU want from
the chapter and what some of you are willing to contribute. As a result of this
survey some new volunteers helped with construction of new step-over ladders
we did for CPW under Pam Simpson's leadership.

Depending on COVID, we plan a board meeting in February, and hopefully a
member meeting in March, featuring CPW and fishing easements. Our Fishing
Derbies will be penciled in for July 4th, in Salida (Ann & Henry Klaiman and
Carol and Mike Perry will continue to lead this). The Buena Vista derby will
again be on the Saturday before Labor Day. We need 1- 2 people to follow in
the footsteps of longtime organizers Bob & Marjie Gray who are retiring from
this derby. They have all the details summarized and written down in an
organized step by step format. Hopefully our Stream Explorers programs will
resume in the spring and summer. Always check our website calendar of
events for the latest info.

We will be continuing our monthly newsletters thanks to our outstanding editor,
Tom Palka and resident poet, Michael Harrington! If you've been out with a
guide, outfitter or on your own, consider writing an article about your
experience and include photos. Perhaps you read a good book, used a new
technique or tool that you would like to share. Please submit articles or photos
to Tom Palka at editor@collegiatepeaksTU.org.

To continue the educational, conservation, and informational programs and
collaborations we've undertaken successfully for 35 years, we desperately
need more of our 300 plus members to get involved. Even if you leave for the
winter, it's easy to stay in touch with today's technology. Leadership by
committee is challenging. We've tried and it definitely works better if we have a
traditional president. Keith Krebs has served us extremely well for 6 years but
is retiring. We are actively recruiting for a new president as well as a couple
more board members. If you'd like to learn more about those positions,
PLEASE contact Keith Krebs at 719-539-6359 or any of our other board
members listed on www.collegiatepeakstu.org. It would be great to have new
folks with fresh ideas join our great organization!

To see the election slate and to vote, CLICK HERE.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/96D3HLY


KEITH KREBS RECEIVES GARNA ENVIRONMENTAL
HERO AWARD FOR EDUCATION
[Editor: Keith Krebs is the president of Collegiate Peaks Chapter of Trout
Unlimited. The chapter and GARNA collaborate on a number of youth
education programs, most notably Stream Explorers.]

"Community Driven. Good People. Positive Impact. That's GARNA."– Keith
Krebs, 2020 GARNA Environmental Hero Award for Education

Click above to watch the video interview with Keith.

Keith, a GARNA supporter, member and volunteer for ten years, has been a
driving force behind the Stream Explorers program, an immersive, fun, hands-
on learning experience that connects young people to the rivers flowing
through their backyard.

"We need to keep exposing kids, who are the future of environmental work and
our world - to the outdoors," says Keith. "What's most important is that we get
them away from the screen and into the stream where they can really interact
with the resources we work to protect."

LETTER FROM DICK ISENBERGER
Hello Keith,

I feel a delayed note to you and the Chapter members is appropriate.



Lori's worsening dementia and health required some fast changes for improved
care. After evaluating assisted living & memory care centers in five different
states I decided on Watercrest at Indian Land, SC. We moved into our
apartment on Oct. 12th. Our son Greg & wife Jaclyn live 12 miles away and
have really made the transition easier.

We have been in quarantine since moving in with no visitors allowed into the
facility. Meals are delivered and we will see Greg & Jaclyn on Sunday for an
hour. Restrictions should hopefully change by Monday.

I had hoped to attend the last Moonlight Pizza night for the chapter but Lori
had a difficult day and I was reluctant to have someone come in to care for her.
That event would have been a great opportunity to say goodbye to you and
chapter friends. The COVID virus really thwarted my hope of being able to
personally thank so many good people about how warmly they treated Lori &
me and how difficult it was to leave the area! When one thinks about CPC
members it becomes very evident that a large number are extremely talented
and caring people. Let me add Keith that you were a big part of the glue that
helped hold the chapter together during the past several years.

Kudos also on your awards and mentoring prowess!

Would you please pass this on to the chapter. Maybe the future provides
another opportunity good friend.

Dick 



STOCKING GOLDEN TROUT
Our chapter participates in high country lakes and creek stocking every other
year. We did that last year, and hope to do it next year. CPW had some golden
trout that needed packing in this year, and one of our chapter members carried
two bags with fish. Click on the video above.

MOONLIGHT PIZZA
By Rick Helmick

Thanks to everyone who came out Sept. 28th, for our annual get together at
Moonlight Pizza. As you probably know, this business gives back 10% of their
sales to the selected non-profit organizations of the week. This was our
second year of participating, and we have reserved a similar time next year. 

This year's attendance was affected by Covid, so we couldn't all meet at the
same time, as we did last year. Those that were there when Patricia and I
went, were scattered around the outside patio, in groups of two, and a couple
of four tops. I think we all had a good time - we had some members who
ordered take-out, and it appeared their were lots of locals, as well as tourists,
while we were there. 

Surprisingly, Moonlight had a better day (sales wise), than last year. They sent
us a check for $611, which was a little more than last year! 

Hopefully next year we can all meet there again, mingle, visit with each other,
and have a fun evening. And I should point out that one of the owners, Brian, is



a member of CPC. Say 'HELLO' next time you visit them, as you will be
supporting a local business and fellow TU member!

RIVER SPEAK
CONDITIONS

(It's only air)
November, starting to feel like fall.

Mornings will be cooler, some colder,
sneaking to 40's, mid 30's.

Coffee's worthy.

Keep in mind as we unwind,
patterns of fish and fisher, a blend
of elements delivered to our liking.

Jauntily we gain an easy confidence,
bring on the chilly frost we boast,
a condition fishers know the most.

We dress for the condition as do the fish.
Conditions

AIR
Low, high, normal, clear,

your fly, fish, and the weather fit together with
La Nina, a win with warm, cool, dry, active air in

our fishing gig. Be sure you keep your eyes on your rig.
It's only air.

To fish it's fair.

CONDITIONS
Active, scattered, precipitation, snow, crisp, cold.

Frostbitten sky, pierced with numb, your hands icy cold.
Now that's a forecast.

For it's what's on the inside,
CONDITIONS

that get you outside.

M H



CPC VOLUNTEERS CLEANUP SNOW STORM
DEBRIS AT BIG BEND SWA
By Pam Simpson

On Thursday, October 22nd, Chapter members cleared downed tree branches
and other debris at two locations on the Big Bend SWA. September’s early
snow storm brought down a lot of branches in one of the parking lots. See
before and after photos. Trimming of the many overhanging limbs and willows
should help clear access to the river. Many thanks to this team: Gene Milus,
Rick Helmick, Jerry Wright, Tom Palka and Pam Simpson.

CPW truly appreciates CPC Volunteers!





FISHING QUOTE
"Paradise is being in a space where all that matters in your
universe is what might happen within the next few seconds in that
pocket of promising water 35 feet in front of you" - Kirk Deeter



A FISHING OUTING
By Michael H.

Thursday from 9:30 to 3:00 the Arkansas giveth, we taketh, give back.

Bob returned 15-20 (lost count) (half a dozen own their own), Michael returned
12 (4 on their own) both boys using DFO's. Adams, duns, blue and BWO's,
#18-20.

Secret run and a section requiring technique and patience.

Perfect day of air, water, temps, lunch, conversation, and friendship.



NESTLE PERMIT RENEWAL UPDATE
The Chaffee County board of Commissioners is in the process of reviewing the
permit renewal for Nestle. It is a fairly heated issue, with many local residents



against it. You can read their arguments at Nestleave web site.

Our chapter, having stipulated a number of requirements, was involved in
supporting the original permit. We submitted a letter of support for the renewal,
and you can read it here.

One of our chapter members, who has been our chapter's liaison with the
Nestle issue from the beginning, addressed their "Conversation Tips" in
testimony to the commissioners you can read here. She was NOT speaking
for the chapter here.

SILVERTON'S BRYON POWELL COMPLETES THE
FIRST TROUTMAN 100
By John Livingston, from Durango Herald

With no races to train for in 2020, Bryon Powell turned his attention to his
newfound hobby for a summer of motivation. It all led to an impressive feat in
the Colorado mountains.

Silverton's Powell, the editor-in-chief of famed ultra-running website
iRunFar.com, completed a 100-mile run from Leadville to Salida in the
Arkansas River Valley, stopping to fly fish along the way.

The goal was to catch the grand slam of Colorado trout with a brook, brown,
cutthroat and rainbow. It was the Troutman 100, the first of its kind, finished in
25 hours, 40 minutes, 21 seconds.

https://unbottle-protect.org/
https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/nestle-permit-renewal-letter-of-support
https://www.collegiatepeakstu.org/files/202010-nestle-responses-k-10-11.pdf
https://durangoherald.com/articles/350509-silvertons-bryon-powell-completes-the-first-troutman-100


"I decided to have some fun," Powell said. "I had attempted the Troutman
challenge all summer, failing many times and succeeding a few. I had found
success previously in the Sawatch Range in Chalk Creek. I knew from running
this in the past that it is a very long run. I said, 'Huh, I wonder if I can Troutman
during a 100-mile run.' It was an audacious goal, but why not go for it?"

Troutman is a challenge put on by Running Rivers, a nonprofit organization
that focuses on preservation and restoration of freshwater ecosystems while
also engaging with people through recreational events. The challenge is to run
at least the distance of a marathon, 26.2 miles, with 3,000 feet of climbing
while catching one of all four trout. The challenge is capped off by drinking a
craft beer with an alcohol content of 12% or greater. It must be completed in 12
hours or less.

Running Rivers also puts on several flyathlon events each summer as
fundraiser activities. During a flyathlon, people run various distances and must
catch a fish along the way while also finishing a heavy beer.

Powell, a 42-year old former Washington, D.C.-based attorney who quit his job
to move west in 2009 and pursue his love of trail running, has competed in a
handful of flyathlons and volunteered on Running Rivers projects such as the
Sand Creek Watershed Reclamation Project in Great Sand Dunes National
Park.

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, Running Rivers took its flyathlon
challenges virtual to give running, fishing and beer enthusiasts a way to stay
connected. Powell, a three-time Hardrock Hundred Endurance Run top-20
finisher, was set to compete in another Hardrock 100 in 2020 along with a few
other races as a journalist and athlete. But with events all canceled, he spent
much of his summer fishing and running.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

https://durangoherald.com/articles/350509-silvertons-bryon-powell-completes-the-first-troutman-100


RESEARCH: SOCKEYE ARE IN HOT WATER
By Eric Barker, of The Lewiston Tribune

New research indicates already struggling and highly imperiled Snake River
sockeye salmon face grim prospects in a future with higher water temperatures
and lower stream flows.

An article published Wednesday in the scientific journal PLOS One predicts
sockeye survival could decline by 80 percent as the effects of climate change
alter inland habitat.

Snake River sockeye that return to Redfish Lake in the shadow of the
Sawtooth mountains are federally protected as an endangered species. They
were so close to blinking out in the early 1990s that the few returning adults
were put in a captive breeding program to ensure survival of the species.

The conservation hatchery program gave enough of a boost to sockeye
numbers to allow the species to take a step back from the brink of extinction. A
small number of Snake River sockeye spawn and spend their entire lives in the
wild. But most continue to be bred in either the emergency captive breeding
program or a new hatchery in southeastern Idaho.

The goal of the new hatchery is to release 1 million smolts per year and
dramatically increase adult returns. Idaho Fish and Game officials are still
working out the kinks of the new facility, and while sockeye returns increased
this year, they have yet to meet expectations.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

https://lmtribune.com/outdoors/research-sockeye-are-in-hot-water/article_83a26106-b6a2-5a62-a893-fa725938f9ab.html
https://lmtribune.com/outdoors/research-sockeye-are-in-hot-water/article_83a26106-b6a2-5a62-a893-fa725938f9ab.html


GETTING A LEG UP BY GOING DOWNSTREAM: THE
COCHETOPA CREEK TEST
By Chris Duerksen, from the Hook & Fly blog

Like most fly anglers, when I get to a favorite stream or river, I invariably
immediately start working upstream in the traditional fashion, coming up behind
the trout that are facing into the current. But increasingly as our waters become
more and more crowded, I find it often pays to go against the grain and head
downstream first where there is usually less pressure and work my way back
up. A prime example of that is a recent outing I had on Cochetopa Creek high
in the La Garita Wilderness Area north of Gunnison.

I've set up my mobile fish camp at Dome Lake State Wildlife Area, just few
miles off of CO 114 between Gunnison and metropolitan Saguache.

This location gives me access to miles of one of my favorite small waters,
Cochetopa Creek. On this trip in late September, I have decided to fish the
upper stretch of Cochetopa near the La Garita Wilderness Area. The lower
section near Dome Lake is very low due to the drought gripping this area,
running less than 15 cfs, and the water is warm. I'm hoping to find better
conditions upstream in the high country where the nights have been cold with
snow a couple of weeks ago. It's about a 25-mile, one hour drive from Upper
Dome Lake to the trailhead at Eddiesville. I have fished up from the trailhead
into the wilderness area many times, hiking a mile south to where the trail
intersects Cochetopa Creek. I usually cross paths with a few hikers and
occasionally some anglers, although rarely do I fish without seeing a few boot

https://hooknfly.com/2020/10/02/getting-a-leg-up-by-going-downstream-the-cochetopa-creek-test/


marks on the shoreline. Only once in the past have I gone downstream from
the trailhead, about one-half mile, and it was productive, especially in a string
of big beaver ponds that were teeming with brown and brook trout. This time I
decide to go contrarian again and walk another mile or so further downstream.

I'm up early and on the road at 7 a.m. My SUV thermometer registers a balmy
29 degrees, and I have to scrape ice off the windshield.

But the hour drive is so scenic, the aspens peaking, framing the scenic
mountains along the Continental Divide, that I soon forget the icy temps.

When I arrive, a couple of hikers have pitched tents at Eddiesville, a stopping
point along the Continental Divide and Colorado Trails, but fortunately none
are anglers. I also breathe a sigh of relief when I see the creek has adequate
water and is flowing nicely, low but definitely fishable. And thanks to the frigid
nights and snow melt I will find it is ice cold.

[...]

Click here to continue reading...

Dave Moore with a beautiful cutthroat at high mountain lake

If you'd like to share a short note and some photos from a recent trip, please
submit them to our editor.submit them to our editor. Anyone willing to contribute a column would be
appreciated.

EDITOR-PERMANENTLY-AD-HOC: Tom Palka. Members are encouraged to
contribute to this publication: fishing stories, experiences, or quotes. Send
questions or submissions by email to editor@collegiatepeakstu.orgeditor@collegiatepeakstu.org. Editor's
deadline is the 23rd of the month.

https://hooknfly.com/2020/10/02/getting-a-leg-up-by-going-downstream-the-cochetopa-creek-test/
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